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We use TensorNetwork [1, 2], a recently developed API for performing tensor network contractions
using accelerated backends such as TensorFlow [3], to implement an optimization algorithm for the
Multi-scale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA). We use the MERA to approximate the
ground state wave function of the infinite, one-dimensional transverse field Ising model at criticality,
and extract conformal data from the optimized ansatz. Comparing runtimes of the optimization on
CPUs vs. GPU, we report a very significant speed-up, up to a factor of 200, of the optimization
algorithm when run on a GPU.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tensor networks are efficient and very powerful
parametrizations of restricted classes of vectors in high-
dimensional vector spaces. They were originally devel-
oped to simulate many-body quantum systems in con-
densed matter physics. Tensor networks like the Ma-
trix Product State (MPS) [4–6], the Multi-Scale Entan-
glement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA) [7, 8] or Pro-
jected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [9, 10] are nowadays
routinely used to approximate ground states of quantum
many-body Hamiltonians in one (1d) and two (2d) spatial
dimensions or to simulate real-time dynamics of many-
body quantum states. Over the past decade it has be-
come evident that tensor networks are also useful well
outside their original scope, and they have for exam-
ple found applications in quantum-chemistry [11–15], real
material calculations [16–18], quantum field theory [19–
21], machine learning [22–24] and even quantum gravity
[25–29].
TensorFlow [3] is a free, open source software library
for data flow and differentiable programming, developed
by the Google Brain team, that can be used for a range
of tasks including machine learning applications such as
neural networks. Recently, the open source library Ten-
sorNetwork [1, 2] has been released to facilitate the devel-
opment and implementation of tensor network algorithms
in TensorFlow.
In previous work we have provided benchmark results
for the use of TensorNetwork for tensor network com-
putations in condensed matter physics [30] and machine
learning [31]. In [30] we have used TensorNetwork to im-
plement and benchmark an optimization algorithm for
so-called Tree Tensor Networks (TTNs) to approximate
the ground state of the Ising model on a torus. Using
TensorNetwork’s TensorFlow backend to run the opti-
mization on accelerated hardware, we obtained speed-ups
of a factor of 100 over optimization on CPUs. Similar
speed-ups are reported in [31] for applications of Ten-
sorNetwork to classification tasks in the area of machine
learning.
In this manuscript we use TensorNetwork to imple-
ment an optimization algorithm for MERA. The purpose
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FIG. 1. (a) Binary tree tensor network for a wave function
|Ψ〉 of a many-body spin chain with 16 sites. Blue triangles
are isometric rank-3 tensors w. The red dot at the top is a
rank-2 tensor. (b) Binary MERA tensor network of a wave
function |Ψ〉 for a spin chain with 16 sites. Blue triangles are
isometries w, green squares are disentanglers u. The physical
degrees of freedom reside at the bottom of the network and are
denoted by in. We have highlighted the different layers of the
network in different colors. (c) Index ordering of isometries
and disentanglers. (d) Isometric and unitary constraints of w
and u.
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FIG. 2. First four layers of a scale invariant binary MERA.
The transitional layers τ = 1 and τ = 2 are highlighted in
yellow and red, scale invariant layers τ ≥ 3 are highlighted
in purple. Tensors in the scale invariant layers τ ≥ 3 are all
identical, whereas tensors in the transitional layers differ from
layer to layer.
of this paper is to (1) provide sample code which shows
how to use TensorNetwork to implement a MERA opti-
mization. This is of interest to tensor network practition-
ers who want to get started quickly with TensorNetwork,
as well as for newcomers who want to understand ba-
sic concepts of MERA optimizations; (2) to benchmark
runtimes for MERA on CPU and GPU, and analyze in
detail how the computational cost is distributed among
different computational tasks.
To motivate the MERA, let us briefly review the ba-
sics of binary TTNs, shown in Fig.(1) (a). In a TTN all
tensors (shown as blue triangles) are structurally identi-
cal (apart from the top-most tensor, shown in red). The
TTN shown in Fig.(1) (a) can be contracted and opti-
mized efficiently. Similar to a TTN, the MERA (shown in
Fig.(1) (b)) is a tensor network designed to approximate
ground states of many-body Hamiltonians. The MERA
is a powerful generalization of a TTN which introduces
a second set of structurally different tensors, called dis-
entanglers (shown as green squares in Fig.(1) (b)) into
the network. Abundant numerical evidence has long es-
tablished that the MERA is well suited to approximating
ground states of critical quantum systems [32], more so
than for example the simple TTN in Fig.(1) (a). In this
paper we review a standard MERA energy minimization
algorithm from Refs. [32–34], which results in a (scale
invariant) MERA representation of an infinite, critical
quantum spin chain. While MERA is a more powerful
tensor network than a TTN, the addition of disentanglers
significantly increases the computational complexity for
fixed bond dimension χ (the leading cost changes from
χ4 to χ9).
It is expected that, similar to TTNs [30], MERA al-
gorithms can be considerably sped up by running them
on accelerated hardware like GPUs or TPUs. Using Ten-
sorNetwork with TensorFlow as backend, we confirm this
expectation and show that running a MERA optimiza-
tion algorithm on state-of-the-art accelerated hardware
can yield speed-ups of up to a factor of 200 as compared
to running it on a CPU. The code for all calculations can
be downloaded from [2].
II. REVIEW OF THE MULTI-SCALE
ENTANGLEMENT RENORMALIZATION
ANSATZ
The purpose of this section is to introduce the reader to
notation and give a high-level introduction to MERA. For
a more comprehensive review, we refer the reader to [32].
The MERA is a class of variational tensor network wave
functions which can be used to efficiently approximate
ground states of critical quantum many-body Hamilto-
nians. In the following we will use the scale invariant
MERA [33] (see Sec.(II A) and Fig.(2)), to approximate
the ground state of critical quantum lattice models in the
thermodynamic limit on a one dimensional (1d) lattice L.
As a benchmark example, we will consider the quantum
Ising model with Hamiltonian
H =
∑
n∈Z
−XnXn+1 − hZn ≡
∑
n∈Z
hn,n+1 (1)
with X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Pauli spin opera-
tors, i.e. each site on the lattice L hosts a spin 1/2 degree
of freedom. The Hamiltonian has a phase transition at
a magnetic field h = 1 from a paramagnetic (h > 1)
to a ferromagnetic (h < 1) phase. At the critical point
h = 1 the spectrum of H becomes gapless and ground
state correlations decay algebraically (that is, as a power
law x−2∆ with distance x). One of the key advantages
of MERA over other variational classes of wave functions
is its ability to exactly capture algebraic correlations at
arbitrary distances. This makes it an ideal ansatz for
ground states of critical quantum systems.
A. Scale invariant MERA
The scale invariant MERA is a tensor network repre-
sentation of a many-body wave function |Ψ〉 on an infinite
lattice L. Fig.(2) shows an example of a scale invariant
MERA. The physical degrees of freedom of this lattice
are denoted by in, where n ∈ Z denotes the lattice site,
and in ∈ {1, 2} for a two level quantum spin degree of
freedom, such as in the transverse field Ising model. In
this paper we will focus on the so-called binary MERA.
It consists of two types of tensors (see Fig.(1) (b) and
(c)) called isometries w and disentanglers u. Isometries
3FIG. 3. Computation of the expectation value
〈Ψ|hτ=1n,n+1,n+2|Ψ〉 of a a local observable hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 for
a scale invariant binary MERA. In order to calculate
〈Ψ|hτ=1n,n+1,n+2|Ψ〉 we need to contract the infinite tensor
network shown in the top left corner. Highlighted in orange
is the past causal cone of the sites n, n + 1, n + 2. The past
causal cone contains all tensors which can affect the sites
n, n+ 1, n+ 2. Due to the isometric and unitary constraints
Eq.(2) and Eq.(3), many of the tensor contractions in the
network become trivial. Starting from the top left, tensors
inside the red dashed ellipses are sequentially replaced with
trivial contractions. The final network contains only tensors
inside the past causal cone of sites n, n+ 1 and n+ 2.
[w]γαβ are rank-3 tensors of dimension χ × χ × χ which
obey the isometric constraint∑
αβ
[w]γαβ [w]
γ′
αβ = δγγ′ (2)
while disentanglers [u]µναβ are rank-4 tensors of dimension
χ× χ× χ× χ obeying∑
αβ
[u]µναβ [u]
µ′ν′
αβ = δµµ′δνν′ (3)
see Fig.(1) (d). Square brackets are used to denote ten-
sor elements, overlines denote complex conjugation, and
δµν is the Kronecker delta. To simplify explanations,
we assume that all isometries w and disentanglers u have
identical dimensions χ. A MERA is organized into layers
τ = 1, 2, 3, . . . . In Fig.(2) we show the first four layers
of a scale invariant MERA. Each layer corresponds to a
different scale [32] of the network, and contains a row
of isometries wτn and a row of disentanglers uτn, where
τ and n label layer (or scale) and position, respectively.
In the following we impose translational invariance by
choosing wτn and uτn to be independent of n within
each layer τ , and will henceforth omit the subscript n.
The physical degrees of freedom in reside at the bottom
of the network. The scale invariant MERA consists of
an infinite number of layers τ . The layers are divided
into transitional layers with τ < τ∗ (where τ∗ is a hy-
per parameter of the network) and scale invariant layers
τ ≥ τ∗. For instance, in Fig.(2) we have τ∗ = 3, indicat-
ing that there are two transitional layers of tensors for
τ = 1, 2 before the scale invariant layers for τ ≥ 3. For
the scale invariant layers, all tensors uτ , wτ are identical
and we will occasionally denote them by w and u without
subscript. Tensors in the transitional layers are different
for each layer. That is, if τ∗ = 3 then the entire MERA
is specified by the six tensors u1, w1, u2, w2, u3, w3.
B. Causal cone, local observables, scaling operators
In the following we explain how to efficiently compute
observables for a given MERA. As a concrete example,
we will focus on the expectation value of the Hamilto-
nian Eq.(1). In a binary MERA, Hamiltonians appear
naturally as sums of three body terms. It is therefore
convenient to regroup the Hamiltonian Eq.(1) into a sum
of three body terms:
hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 ≡
1
2
(hn,n+1 ⊗ 1n+2 + 1n ⊗ hn+1,n+2).
H =
∑
n
hτ=1n,n+1,n+2.
We refer to hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 as the Hamiltonian density in
the first layer. To calculate the expectation value
〈Ψ|hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 |Ψ〉 of a local Hamiltonian term, we need
to contract an infinite network of isometries and disen-
tanglers. Fig.(3) shows a diagrammatic representation of
〈Ψ|hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 |Ψ〉. One of the key features of the MERA
is the presence of a causal cone [32, 34, 35] which allows
for an efficient contraction of the network. The causal
cone for a binary MERA is shown in Fig.(3) as high-
lighted region. Using the isometric and unitary condi-
tions Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) (see also Fig.(1) (c) and (d)),
all contractions outside the causal cone can be carried
out trivially, and the only contractions that need to be
performed explicitly are over tensors inside the causal
cone. This is illustrated in Fig.(3). The contraction of
the network shown in the top-right corner of Fig.(3) is
done in several steps: the first step is the contraction of
the infinite number of tensors inside the scale invariant
4(c)
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FIG. 4. (a) Definition of the ascending super-operator A. The
ascending super-operator A ascends a local operator, repre-
sented as a blue rectangle with six legs, up by one layer of
the MERA. As an example, we show the ascending operation
of the Hamiltonian density. Note that operators with sup-
port on three sites are mapped into operators with support
on three sites on a coarser lattice. (b) Definition of the de-
scending super-operator D. The descending super-operator D
descends a reduced density matrix ρτ , represented by a blue
object with six legs, down by one layer of the MERA. Reduced
density matrices with support on three sites are mapped into
reduced density matrices with support on three sites on a finer
lattice. (c) Environment of the isometry wτ , showing one of
six contributions. (d) Environment of the disentangler uτ ,
showing one of four contributions. Environment tensors are
drawn as a triangle or a square with the tensor legs pointing
inward.
layers of the causal cone. This is achieved by calculat-
ing the dominant eigenvector ρτ∗ of the descending super
operator D (defined in Fig.(4) (b)) by iterative methods
[32]. In the second step, ρτ∗ is then descended through
the transitional layers of the MERA down to the bot-
tom of the network using the descending super-operator
of the transitional layers. Finally, at the bottom of the
network, ρτ=1 is contracted with the operator h
τ=1
n,n+1,n+2
to give its expected value. For the scale invariant binary
MERA, all contractions can be carried out at a leading
computational cost of χ9.
Two hallmarks of quantum criticality are the phenom-
ena of scale invariance and universality. Scale invariance
refers to the fact that at a critical point, a physical system
looks similar when observed at different length scales.
Universality refers to the fact that microscopically dif-
ferent systems may have identical properties at their re-
spective critical points. More generally, critical systems
can be divided into universality classes. The universal
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FIG. 5. Update to the isometries w (a) and disentanglers u
(b). First we SVD the environments to obtain the tensors
U, V by appropriate blocking of indices. The new isometry or
disentangler are given by contracting U and V as shown in
the bottom parts of the figure.
physical properties of systems within one such class can
be described by so-called scaling operators. Scaling op-
erators are operators which transform covariantly under
changes of scale. For example, under a change of scale by
a factor of two, a scaling operator O transforms as [33]
O → 2−∆OO (4)
where ∆O is called the scaling dimension of operator O.
In a so-called conformal field theories [36], scaling oper-
ators are organized into distinct conformal towers. Op-
erators at the bottom of a tower are called primaries,
and those higher up are called descendants. There is one
tower for each primary operator. The number of pri-
mary operators is a property of the physical system. For
the Ising model at criticality, the low energy spectrum of
Eq.(1) is described by the so-called Ising conformal field
theory (Ising CFT) [36] with central charge c = 12 and
three primary operators 1, σ and , with scaling dimen-
sions ∆1 = 0,∆σ =
1
8 and ∆ = 1, respectively.
One of the highlights of MERA is its realization of a
discrete scale transformation by a factor of two for the
binary MERA (we refer the reader to [32–35] for details).
From an optimized MERA wave function, lattice versions
of scaling operators and their corresponding scaling di-
mensions can be approximately obtained from diagonal-
izing the scale invariant ascending super-operator A of
Fig.(4) (a).
C. Optimization
We use a standard variational optimization algorithm
to optimize the scale invariant MERA to approximate the
ground state of Hamiltonian H in Eq.(1). The algorithm
iteratively updates isometries and disentanglers to lower
5the expectation value of the energy, which is calculated
as outlined in the previous section. We call one round
of updates a sweep. One sweep consists of several steps,
which we will describe in the following. In the first step,
the isometries and disentanglers in the scale invariant
layers τ ≥ τ∗ are updated. In the second step, isometries
and disentanglers in the transitional layers τ < τ∗ are
updated layer by layer (we refer the reader to [32, 34, 35]
for a detailed discussion of optimization algorithms). To
update isometries wτ and disentanglers uτ in a layer τ ,
we need to calculate the environments of the correspond-
ing tensors. The environments of wτ and uτ are rank-3
and rank-4 tensors, respectively. Exemplary contribu-
tions to the environments of the isometry wτ and the
disentangler uτ are shown in Fig.(4) (c) and (d). To cal-
culate the environments in layer τ , we use the descending
super-operator D to descend ρτ∗ to layer τ + 1, and the
ascending super-operator A to ascend the local Hamilto-
nian density hτ=1n,n+1,n+2 up to layer τ . The full environ-
ments consist of sums of several contributions of similar
form (see Fig.(A1)). Finally, the updates to uτ and wτ
are obtained from an SVD of the environments. This is
shown graphically in Fig.(5). The sweeps are repeated
until sufficient convergence is reached.
III. BENCHMARK RESULTS
In the following we present benchmark results for the
MERA approximation of the ground state of the criti-
cal transverse field Ising model at magnetic field h = 1,
Eq.(1). We have performed calculations for bond dimen-
sions χ = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16.
A. Ground state energy, scaling dimensions
In Fig.(6) we present our benchmark results for the
ground state energy for different bond dimensions χ of
the MERA. The exact ground state energy density is
given by eexact = − 4pi . The relative error in the ground
state energy decays quickly with increasing bond dimen-
sion. At our largest bond dimension χ = 16, the error is
≈ 5× 10−10.
In Fig.(7) we show the lowest twelve scaling dimensions
∆ obtained from the eigenvalues λ = 2−∆ of the ascend-
ing super-operator A (blue dots), together with the ex-
act scaling dimensions of the Ising CFT (red lines), for
a bond dimension of χ = 16. We observe a very good
agreement with the theoretical results. Larger scaling
dimensions are significantly less accurate.
B. Runtimes
One of the key advantages of the TensorNetwork API
is the use of TensorFlow as a backend to perform tensor
contractions. Thus, it can be easily run on accelerated
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FIG. 6. Relative error of the energy of an optimized, scale
invariant binary MERA as a function of bond dimension χ.
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FIG. 7. Lowest twelve scaling dimensions (blue dots) obtained
from the lowest twelve eigenvalues λn = 2
−∆n of the scale
invariant ascending super-operator A (χ = 16). We show the
exact CFT results for the scaling dimensions of the Ising CFT
as red lines [36].
hardware like GPUs or TPUs, with the benefit of consid-
erable reduction of runtimes. In the following we present
benchmark results comparing optimization runtimes on
CPU and GPU. We ran our simulations on TensorFlow
v1.13.1 built with the Intel math kernel library (MKL) on
Google’s cloud compute engine. CPU benchmarks were
run on an Intel Skylake architecture with 1, 16, 32, and
64 cores. The GPU benchmarks were run on an NVIDIA
Tesla V100 graphics processor [37].
The most expensive operations of the optimization al-
gorithm described above scale asymptotically as O(χ9).
In Fig.(8) we compare average runtimes of one step of
the optimization (averaged over twentyx iteration steps)
run on CPUs and GPU. When run on one CPU (sin-
gle thread), the asymptotic scaling is seen to be χ9,
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FIG. 8. Comparison of average runtimes per optimization
step of a scale invariant binary MERA for different bond di-
mensions χ. The asymptotic scaling of the optimization algo-
rithm is χ9 (solid brown line). For single-threaded optimiza-
tion on 1 CPU, we observe a significant speed-up of 200 when
running the optimization on GPU. Running the optimization
on 16 and 32 CPUs with shared memory reduces the gap to 6.
Going beyond 32 CPU does not give any additional speed-up.
consistent with the theoretical expectation. For single-
threaded operation and large bond dimensions, we ob-
serve a 200 fold speed-up of the optimization when run
on a GPU, as compared to CPU. For multi-threaded op-
timization on multiple CPUs, we observe a convergence
of the speed-up with the number of CPUs at 32 threads.
Compared to 32 CPUs, the GPU is still faster by a factor
of 6.
In Fig.(9) we show the runtimes of the individual steps
of a MERA optimization. The upper panel shows run-
times on a GPU running with a single thread, the lower
panel results for CPU running with a single thread. As
expected, in either case the dominant cost is given by the
computation of the steady-state reduced density matrix
ρ∗ and the computation of the environments. Running
on GPU gives speed-ups of these operations by a factor of
200. Note that the SVDs in both cases were performed
on CPU. At the largest bond dimension χ = 16 the cost
for calculating ρ∗ is still about 40 times larger than the
SVD of the environment of u. This is in contrast to
the case of the TTN [30], where the factor between the
most expensive tensor contractions and the SVD is on
the order of 3. For this reason, the MERA optimization
algorithm exhibits a greater speed-up as compared to a
TTN optimization when run on a single thread.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have used TensorNetwork, an API for tensor con-
tractions with a TensorFlow backend, to implement the
scale invariant MERA optimization algorithm of Ref.
[33, 34]. As a benchmark, we have used the algorithm
to approximate the ground state of the critical trans-
verse field Ising model in the thermodynamic limit, using
MERA with bond dimensions of up to χ = 16. From the
optimized MERA, we calculated the lowest twelve scal-
ing dimensions of the Ising model, which are found to be
in excellent agreement with their theoretically predicted
values. When run on a GPU, we observe a 200 fold speed-
up as compared to 1 CPU core, and a speed-up of 6 when
compared to 32 CPUs.
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V. APPENDIX
A. Environment contributions
For completeness, in Fig.(A1) we show all contribu-
tions to the environments of isometry w and disentangler
u.
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